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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, there are two main sections. Conclusion and suggestions, 

the conclusion section contains a summary of the findings from the research and 

discussion relating to the formulation and research objectives. The suggestions 

section contains suggestions aimed at readers and students who are interested in 

culinary linguistics. 

A. Conclusion 

In this study, the main objective was to classify the two most viewed 

recipes on the Love and Lemons blog. The recipes are Breakfast Sandwiches and 

Breakfast Healthy Tacos. The two recipes analyzed by using corpus analysis in 

determining lexical, food jargon, and hedging. Data collection was carried out 

through the use of the AntConc application in analyzing, the results of the analysis 

showed the total findings of both recipes in searching for lexical, food jargon, and 

hedging. 

1. Classifications lexical items and hedges found on Love and Lemons blogs 

obtained are lexical items in recipe Breakfast Sandwich (106), modification 

breakfast sandwich (13), evaluation breakfast sandwich (12) and hedges 

breakfast sandwich (7). While the classifications of lexical items found in 

recipe Breakfast Healthy Tacos (47), modification breakfast healthy tacos 

(13), evaluation breakfast healthy tacos (12), Hedges Breakfast Healthy 

Tacos (6). Based on the results that have been obtained by researchers, the 

lexical contained in the Love and Lemons blog is widely used in the process 
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of making healthy breakfast sandwiches and breakfast tacos. The use of 

hedges in the Love and Lemons blog to express a lack of certainty or 

caution in introducing readers with additional choices or options about what 

to mix the recipe with. Data was obtained from recipes for breakfast 

sandwiches and breakfast healthy tacos uploaded from the Love and 

Lemons blog, then analyzed and categorized using the theories of Crystal 

(1966) and Diemer and Frobenius (2013) regarding lexical, food jargon, and 

hedges in food blogs. However, in this study it was found that lexical items 

were most often used in the two recipes, namely breakfast sandwiches and 

breakfast healthy tacos. 

2. The use of food jargon in recipe breakfast sandwich and breakfast healthy 

tacos based on Crystal theory found (8) types of food and (9) connotes of 

food from recipe breakfast sandwich and (12) types of food, (8) connotes of 

food from recipe breakfast healthy tacos. Food jargon terms are often used 

in food processing and food recipes in breakfast sandwich recipes and 

healthy breakfast taco recipes. Use of hedging on the Love and Lemons blog 

to express a lack of certainty or caution in presenting readers with additional 

choices or options about which recipe to mix. 

 

B. Suggestion 

The suggestions from this research, show some lessons for individuals 

who want to study and learn food blogs and culinary linguistics, especially 

English literature. 
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1. For the readers, this research suggested to know about the current culinary 

linguistics study by previous research. 

2. For English literature, students can study and learn culinary linguistics, 

which includes lexical, food jargon and hedges. 

3. This research suggested for the next researchers who interest in food, 

especially in food blog.  


